
MATH 136-01Chapter 4 Topi Review SheetSeptember 28, 2004This is a list of terminology and topis overed in the fourth hapter of Calulus, D. Hughes-Hallet, et. al. 3rd edition. Please onsult the text for de�nitions, statements of properties, andnumerous examples and exerises. Terms in bold fae are de�ned in the text.The fous of the hapter is on appliations of the �rst and seond derivative, in partiular, �ndingextrema of funtions. This is useful for urve skething and for solving \real-world" problems. Wewill primarily over setions 4.1, 4.3 and 4.5.Using First and Seond Derivatives (Setion 4.1) This setion builds on Setion 2.4, whihmade the onnetion between the sign of f 0 and the rate of hange of f (f 0 > 0 impliesf is inreasing and f 0 < 0 implies that f is dereasing), and Setion 2.6, whih made theonnetion between the sign of f 00 and the onavity of f (f 00 > 0 implies f is onave up andf 00 < 0 implies that f is onave down). In this setion, loal minima and loal maximaare introdued. We will say loal extrema when we want to refer to either loal minima ormaxima. Aording to Theorem 4.1, if f is di�erentiable in an open interval ontaining a loalextrema p, then f 0(p) = 0. Points p where f 0(p) = 0 or f 0(p) is unde�ned are alled ritialpoints of the funtion (the value f(p) at a ritial point is alled the ritial value). Thuswe may begin our searh for loal extrema of a di�erentiable funtion by loating the ritialpoints of f . Sine not all ritial points are loal extrema it is neessary to test eah ritialpoint to determine the behavior of the funtion at the point.By the �rst derivative test, a ritial point p of a ontinuous funtion f is a loal minimumif f 0 hanges from negative to positive at p and a loal maximum if f 0 hanges from positiveto negative at p. It is often useful to draw a \�rst-derivative number line" to reord the signof the derivative in di�erent intervals.By the seond derivative test, if f is a twie di�erentiable funtion and f 0(p) = 0, p is aloal minimum if f 00(p) > 0 (f is onave up at p) and a loal maximum if f 00(p) < 0 (f isonave down at p).A point p is alled an inetion point of f if the onavity of f hanges at p. This will oureither if f 0 has a loal minimum or maximum at p or if f 00 hanges sign at p. In this ase,the \seond-derivative number line" is useful for skething graphs and determining whethera point with vanishing seond derivative is atually an inetion point.Optimization (Setion 4.3) This setion introdues global extrema. Here we are onernedwith the behavior of a funtion on an interval, whih might be a bounded interval or theentire real line. A point p is a global minimum if f(p) � f(x) for all other points x in theinterval and a global maximum if f(p) � f(x) for all other points x in the interval. If theinterval is losed (that is, it inludes its endpoints), then the global extrema will be loatedat the ritial points of f on the interval or at the endpoints. If the interval is open or is theentire real line, then the global extrema (if they exist) will our at the ritial points of fon the interval. However, if f takes on values larger than any ritial value on the interval asx approahes the endpoints of the interval or �1, then f will have no global maximum onthe interval. The analogous statement holds for global minima. In ertain situations, it willbe suÆient to determine whether or not a funtion is bounded on an interval and to �nd alower bound or an upper bound for the funtion on the interval.



Optimization and Modeling (Setion 4.5) This setion applies the ideas of Setion 4.3 to \realworld" problems. (The problems in this setion are also often alled \word problems.") Inthese problems, we are asked to �nd an extreme value of some quantity, often of a physial na-ture. The problem is presented to us in a prose desription, whih usually ontains numerialinformation and might also be aompanied by a diagram illustrating the physial setup. Inorder to apply the tehniques of Setion 4.3, we must identify the important quantities in theproblem, represent them by variables, determine the relationship(s) between the variables,and represent these relationships as funtions. The resulting equation(s) is a mathematialmodel of the problem. One we have the model, we apply the tehniques of Setion 4.3 to�nd the global extrema of the funtion. Finally, we have to interpret these extrema in theontext of the original problem.Theorems about Continuous and Di�erentiable Funtions (Setion 4.7) In pratie, we as-sume that the alulations we use to produe solutions to extrema problems will lead tosolutions of the problem. In fat, this is not automati, but depends on the properties ofontinuous funtions and di�erentiable funtions. The most important of these are:The Extreme Value Theorem A ontinuous funtion on a losed interval has a globalmaximum and a global minimum on the interval.The Mean Value Theorem A di�erentiable funtion has the property that between anytwo points a and b, there is a third point , so that the slope of the tangent line at  isthe same as the slope of the seant line between (a; f(a)) and (b; f(b)).The Mean Value Theorem is a onsequene of the Extreme Value Theorem. In turn, theMean Value Theorem is used to demonstrate the following:The Inreasing Funtion Theorem If a funtion has stritly positive derivative on aninterval then it is inreasing on the interval. If the derivative is only non-negative, thenthe funtion is non-dereasing.The Constant Funtion Theorem If a di�erentiable funtion has derivative equal to 0everywhere in a losed interval, the funtion is onstant.


